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Message from

Karin
As we enter the chilly seasons, we say goodbye to all our migratory birds – both intra-African migrants as well as long
distance flyers (to for example Europe).

“Approximately 40% of the world’s birds migrate, which means there are a lot of birds on the
move! Migration is primarily a strategy to optimise living conditions by moving to areas which are
warmer and have more food. Migrant birds can be especially difficult to conserve as different
countries need to cooperate to ensure birds are conserved across their range. Birds are also
vulnerable on flyways as they are often hunted en masse. If birds are conserved in their breeding
habitat but their wintering habitat is degraded this makes it a sink for the population as a whole.”
National Geographic
Many migratory birds nest and breed in the countries they migrate to. They often go back to the same nest as the year
before! This is why it is fascinating to track them. Tracking is done through attaching a small solar-powered backpack,
which is a satellite tracking device, to the bird. This device shows us exactly where and how far they travel and their pitstops
along the way. They cause minimal to no discomfort and some birds have been tracked for almost 10 years, retracing the
same flightpath every year.
In addition, JWVH can significantly benefit from these devices as they can show us how our released migratory birds fare
post-rehabilitation and would assist us in understanding post-release behaviour.
Although we are passionate about this endeavour, costs are a limiting factor. Thanks to you, our supporters, this initiative
can become a reality!

The magical science of

mon i tori ng
move m e n t
Scientists use hi-tech tracking devices to understand animal movement and
behaviour in ways not previously possible. By doing so, the scientists are
adding to the global biological knowledge base and helping to advance wildlife
conservation. These devices help biologists track the movements of animals
through sky and sea. GPS and satellite telemetry allow us to locate, follow and
map the flight path of migratory birds.

Telemetry is an automated communications process used to collect data from remote or inaccessible points. The
data is transmitted to a receiver for monitoring and measurement.
Rehabilitation facilities use solar-powered GPS and very high frequency (VHF) devices to monitor birds and
mammals post-release. The devices vary in size and can be fitted to a small bat or an elephant, depending on the
need. The size depends on the species and should be less than 3% of the bodyweight. Most birds are tracked using
a solar-charged backpack device. We will use this technology to track and monitor our young Secretary Bird’s
dispersal and behaviour post-release.
Larger mammals, like Serval and Caracal, are tracked using VHF transmitting collars. These emit a radio signal to
the receiver via a directional antenna. This allows the person tracking the animal’s movements to monitor and
home in on its location, and record movement, behaviour and condition.
Our vision at JWVH is to fit telemetry devices to all the raptors and small mammals we treat. The information and
data we gather will broaden our expertise and knowledge base about each species’ unique requirements and
behaviours during this important phase of their rehabilitation.

Monitoring movement gives us detailed insight into where animals go, which routes they follow; what their
migration timeframes are; where they spend time along the route; what potential dangers they encounter; and
what nesting, mating and breeding behaviours they display. All these factors influence the species’ future
success and existence.
The JWVH is involved in a number of telemetric projects:
» Grey-headed gulls (Chroicocephalus cirrocephalus)
The grey-headed gull project is run by Birdlife South Africa and can be viewed here: https://www.birdlife.org.
za/conservation/terrestrial-bird-conservation/tracking-grey-headed-gull-movements
» European honey buzzard (Pernis apivorus)
The JWVH provided researcher Caroline Howes with birds to use as subjects for her PhD research project.
This is work in progress and she recently published this paper:
https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1111/ddi.12922?fbclid=IwAR1geOh_P9JJ9PT5bq3gV-6q506ojMMCWkHSZdKKJHKop0nxHywLcL7Mh0&
Additional information about protecting this species can be found here:
https://www.birdlife.org/europe-and-central-asia/news/anti-poaching-camps-give-honey-buzzard-sweettaste-success

INFO

» Amur falcons (Falco amurensis): The JWVH has dealt with numbers of these small raptors. Below is a link
to a project that works with this species:
https://www.facebook.com/groups/975317225829448/about/

To see the annual global migratory
routes of birds, have a look at this
link:
http://www.birdlife.org/worldwide/
programmes/migratory-birds

Bi rd of t h e Ye a r...

get ready to spread your wings!

FACTS

Conservation group Birdlife South Africa announced the Secretary Bird as the 2019 Bird of the
Year. (https://www.birdlife.org.za/events/bird-of-the-year)
Facts about the secretary bird
» They are large terrestrial raptors
» They are related to hawks and eagles
» They are famous for the way they kill snakes with their talons
» The scales on their legs help to protect them from snake bites
» Along with snakes, they consume insects, rodents and other small prey
» They build large nests made of long, flat twigs and grass in Acacia trees. The nests measure about
2m in diameter
» They are found only in Africa
» It features on the South African and Sudanese coats of arms

The Secretary Bird lives in grasslands across Africa. As a result of encroachment on its habitat, it is
considered a vulnerable species and is listed as such in the Red Data Book of Birds. Birdlife South
Africa’s Terrestrial Bird Conservation Team, led by Dr Melissa Whitecross, is working hard to
understand and conserve this bird. The work she does helps monitor the dispersal and post-release
success rate of the species.
The Springs SPCA brought an injured sub-adult male secretary bird to us. He had been caught in a
snare, was in a weakened state and unable to stand. Blood tests revealed kidney strain due to
dehydration. He was given intravenous fluids and he soon become more responsive. Normal behaviour
such as kicking and vocalising followed, and he was soon able to eat unassisted. He is recovering well
and is in a large enclosure on our premises, preparing for release.
We partnered with Dr Whitecross to monitor his movements with a GPS/GSM Mk 4 Solar Tracking
device. This will enable us to track his location and map his dispersal daily, via cell phone, providing us
with valuable data of his post-release status. The cost of this device is R8 900.00. It is vital for us to use
this technology to ensure the bird’s survival in the wild.

Here

Kitty
Kitty

The Serval (Leptailurus serval) is a large, leggy, elegant, tawny yellow wild cat, richly marked with black stripes
along its spine and black spots on its flanks and tail. The bulk of its diet constitutes rodents, especially vlei
rats (Otomys irroratus). Serval often compliment their diets with birds, frogs, insects, small reptiles and even
fish. Its preferred habitat is moist, tall grasslands, often associated with wetlands. This preference results in a
patchy and localised distribution.
In South Africa the serval is found in parts of the Northern Cape, Mpumalanga, Drakensberg (KwaZulu-Natal)
and Lesotho. It is listed as Least Concern in the IUCN Red List of Threatened Species. Serval are considered
Near Threatened according to the EWT 2016 Mammal Red List of South Africa, Lesotho and Swaziland.
A male Serval kitten was handed in at a veterinary practice in Modimolle. He was 10 days’ old and his eyes had
not yet opened. He was brought to JWVH soon afterwards. He is being hand-reared and each developmental
stage is stimulated with the appropriate food and behavioural enrichment to awaken his natural instincts. This
will ensure that he is prepared for an ultimate soft release into a suitable and safe environment with open
grass and wetlands.
He will be kept in a large pre-release enclosure, in situ, where he will be fitted with a telemetry collar. This will
assure us of his wellbeing and grow our understanding of the species.

Our WILD hero of the month: a real

Lord of t h e Ri ngs
Bird ringing/banding is the process whereby trained and
registered ringers permanently mark wild birds to study their
lifecycles (births, deaths, age of breeding and survival rates),
habits, populations and movements. To do this, species-specific
metal rings (marked with unique numbers) are attached to the
bird for future identification.
The South African Bird Ringing Unit (SAFRING) administers
all bird ringing in southern Africa. It supplies rings, ringing
equipment and services to volunteer and professional ringers.
SAFRING curates all southern African ringing records on
site and maintains a close relationship with other ringing
schemes. We encourage everyone to actively take part in
sighting and reporting all ringed birds to them.
(http://safring.adu.org.za/index.php)
The earliest record in our system dates back to 1909 when
a White Stork ring was recovered after the bird was shot in
KwaZulu-Natal. It had a Hungarian ring, 209, which had been
put on the stork chick in Romania during the previous year.
This was the first scientific evidence of a migrant crossing
the equator.
Craig Nattrass is a qualified bird-ringer and has ringed a variety
of species. He has been involved in several bird-ringing projects,
and contributes towards the worldwide collection of ringer data.
We often make use of his services to help ring our migratory
birds, raptors and endangered species. We are grateful to
Craig for making himself available to ring birds, fit telemetry
harnesses, assist with trapping injured birds and generally
helping where he can.

OurW I L D wish list:
Telemetry devices will assist us with much-needed

post-release monitoring and data gathering. The average cost of these devices
ranges from R3 000 to R9 000 depending on the size of the animal.
Our wish list also includes:

Linen cupboard
Shade-netting/tarpaulins
Towels

The magic of our wild
FOLLOWERS

Followe rs

# of Newsletter subscribers = 1 470
# of Facebook followers = approximately 19 800

If each subscriber/follower donated R1/month
we could raise approximately R20 000/month!

